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INDIVIDUAL TRAVEL ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET

                  The individual travel assessment is designed for use when the online TRiPS application is NOT available.  

                  Service members should complete this worksheet electronically and discuss with their leaders prior to travel in order to mitigate risk.
                
Travel Type:
Departure Address
Destination Address
Overnight Stop 1
Overnight Stop 2
Select Vehicle
Vehicle Size?
Vehicle Size?
Vehicle Size?
Vehicle Size?
Vehicle Size?
Vehicle Size?
Vehicle Size?
Vehicle Size?
Vehicle Size?
Vehicle Size?
How old is the driver?
How much sleep will you have before you begin your trip? 
Will you consume any alcohol 8 hours before or during your trip? 
Will you check the weather prior to departure? 
When will the majority of your trip take place? 
Will you take rest stops? 
What type of roads will you be travelling on? 
Are you pulling a Recreational Vehicle (RV) or trailer?
Have you pulled a RV or trailer before?
Questions
Are you currently taking any over-the-counter or prescribed medications?
Have you checked to make sure the medication will not affect driving?
Have you completed a defensive driving or accident avoidance course? 
Will you wear your seatbelt at all times? 
Will your supervisor inspect your vehicle before travel? 
Have you driven a RV before?

                  Click the button below to calculate your initial risk value.
                
Note: After clicking this button, you will no longer be able to make edits
Click the button below to see ways to reduce your risk
Will you wear the mandated personal protective equipment (PPE)?
Will your supervisor inspect your motorcycle before travel? 
What is your highest completed MSF-based training?
How long have you been riding?
How far did you ride in the last 12 months?
Are you riding in a group of two or more motorcycles?
Is someone riding on the same motorcycle with you?
Are you currently taking any over-the-counter or  prescribed medications?
              
Have you checked to make sure the medication will 
not affect riding?

                  Click the button below to calculate your initial risk value.
                
Note: After clicking this button, you will no longer be able to make edits
Click the button below to see ways to reduce your risk

                  Please consider the following ways to lower your risk:
                
 

                    Question: 
                      When will the majority of your trip take place? 

                    Answer: 
                      Night 

                    Suggestion: You are much safer driving in daylight. Drivers can see hazards far sooner so they have more time to respond to emergencies. Drivers not caught by surprise are much more likely to avoid a crash.

                    Question: How much sleep will you have before you begin your trip?

                    Answer: 
                      Less than 2 Hours 

                    Answer: Between 2 and 4 Hours

                    Answer: Between 4 and 6 Hours

                    Suggestion: Drowsy driving causes at least 100,000 crashes in the United States each year, according to National Highway Traffic Safety Administration reports.

                    Question: How much sleep will you have before you begin your trip?

                    Answer: 
                      Less than 2 Hours 

                    Answer: Between 2 and 4 Hours

                    Answer: Between 4 and 6 Hours

                    Suggestion: Drowsy driving causes at least 100,000 crashes in the United States each year, according to National Highway Traffic Safety Administration reports.

                    Question: How much sleep will you have before you begin your trip?

                    Answer: 
                      Less than 2 Hours 

                    Answer: Between 2 and 4 Hours

                    Answer: Between 4 and 6 Hours

                    Suggestion: Drowsy driving causes at least 100,000 crashes in the United States each year, according to National Highway Traffic Safety Administration reports.

                    Question: What type of roads will you be travelling on?

                    Answer: Two-lane Roads

                    Suggestion: Make sure you pass only in a passing zone. A no passing zone is a double yellow/white or a solid line. Here are some recommended controls:

                    Question: What type of roads will you be travelling on?

                    Answer: Two-lane Roads

                    Suggestion: Make sure you pass only in a passing zone. A no passing zone is a double yellow/white or a solid line. Here are some recommended controls:

                    Question: 
                      Will you take rest stops? 

                    Answer: NO - I am planning to drive straight through

                    Answer: YES - I plan to stop every three hours

                    Answer: YES - I plan to stop every four hours

                    Suggestion:
                      Reconsider this decision. On long trips schedule at least a 15-minute break outside the vehicle every two hours. 

                    If you do not, be on the alert for the signs of sleepiness. These are: trouble keeping your eyes open, difficulty paying attention or yawning frequently. If you notice any of these danger signs, stop periodically for a rest and if needed a quick nap - even 20 
minutes will help.

                    Question: 
                      Will you take rest stops? 

                    Answer: NO - I am planning to drive straight through

                    Answer: YES - I plan to stop every three hours

                    Answer: YES - I plan to stop every four hours

                    Suggestion:
                      Reconsider this decision. On long trips schedule at least a 15-minute break outside the vehicle every two hours. 

                    If you do not, be on the alert for the signs of sleepiness. These are: trouble keeping your eyes open, difficulty paying attention or yawning frequently. If you notice any of these danger signs, stop periodically for a rest and if needed a quick nap - even 20 
minutes will help.

                    Question: 
                      Will you take rest stops? 

                    Answer: NO - I am planning to drive straight through

                    Answer: YES - I plan to stop every three hours

                    Answer: YES - I plan to stop every four hours

                    Suggestion:
                      Reconsider this decision. On long trips schedule at least a 15-minute break outside the vehicle every two hours. 

                    If you do not, be on the alert for the signs of sleepiness. These are: trouble keeping your eyes open, difficulty paying attention or yawning frequently. If you notice any of these danger signs, stop periodically for a rest and if needed a quick nap - even 20 
minutes will help.

                    Question: Will you consume any alcohol 8 hours before or during your trip?

                    Answer: Yes

                    Suggestion: "Don't Drink and Drive," it's the law.

                    Question: Will you check the weather prior to departure?

                    Answer: No

                    Suggestion: Checking the weather prior to departure will help you anticipate bad weather conditions, but actual conditions may be different from the forecast. Always be prepared to take the appropriate actions for the weather you actually encounter.

                    Question:
                      Have you completed a defensive driving or accident avoidance course? 

                    Answer: 
                      No 

                    Suggestion: Taking a defensive driving or accident avoidance class can help you be more aware of possible dangers when you're behind the wheel. Consider taking one before your trip.

                    Question: Will you wear your seatbelt at all times?

                    Answer: No

                    Suggestion:  

                    Question: 
                      Will your supervisor inspect your vehicle before travel? 

                    Answer: 
                      No 

                    Suggestion: If you have not, see your supervisor.

                    Question: Have you checked to make sure the medication will not affect driving?

                    Answer: 
                      No 
Suggestion:

                    Question: What is the estimated travel time?

                    Answer: Travel time is > 9 hours but < 12 hours 
Suggestion:
Choose one:

                    Question: What is the estimated travel time?

                    Answer: Travel time is >12 hours
Suggestion:
Choose one:

                    Question: Will you wear the mandated personal protective equipment (PPE)?

                    Answer:
                      No 

                    Suggestion: The Department of Defense requires you to always wear helmets that are certified to meet Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 218 (DOT), United Nations Economic Commission for Europe Standard 22-05, British Standard 6658, or Snell Standard M2005. You must wear eye protection designed to meet or exceed American National Standards Institute Standard Z87.1-2003 (Reference (z)) for impact and shatter resistance. This includes goggles, wraparound glasses, or a full-face shield (properly attached to a helmet). A windshield or fairing does not constitute eye protection. Required foot protection includes sturdy over-the-ankle footwear that affords protection for the feet and ankles (durable leather or ballistic-type cloth athletic shoes that cover the ankles may be worn). Protective clothing includes long-sleeved shirt or jacket, long trousers, and full-fingered gloves or mittens made from leather or other abrasion-resistant material. Motorcycle jackets and pants constructed of abrasion-resistant materials such as leather, Kevlar, or Cordura and containing impact-absorbing padding are strongly encouraged. Riders are encouraged to select PPE that incorporates fluorescent colors and retroreflective material.

                    Question: Will your supervisor inspect your motorcycle before travel?

                    Answer:
                      No 

                    Suggestion: If you have not, see your supervisor.

                    Question: What is your highest completed MSF-based training?

                    Answer:
                      None 

                    Suggestion: Taking an MSF class can help you be more aware of possible dangers when you're on your bike. Consider taking one before your trip.

                    Question: Are you riding in a group of two or more motorcycles?

                    Answer: No

                    Suggestion: Keep in mind that riding in a group is safer.

                    Question: Is someone riding on the same motorcycle with you?

                    Answer: Yes

                    Suggestion:
                      Carrying a passenger affects the handling capabilities of a motorcycle. Consult your owner's manual for proper 
loading and handling techniques. Practice riding with a passenger in a low traffic area for a short time.

                    Question: Have you checked to make sure the medication will not affect riding?

                    Answer: No
Suggestion: 

                    Question: Will you consume any alcohol 8 hours before or during your trip?

                    Answer: Yes

                    Suggestion: "Don't Drink and Drive," it's the law.

                    Question: Will you take rest stops?

                    Answer: No - I am planning to drive straight through

                    Answer: YES - I plan to stop every three hours

                    Answer: YES - I plan to stop every four hours

                    Suggestion: 
                      Reconsider this decision. On long trips schedule at least a 15-minute break outside the vehicle every two hours. If you do not, be on the alert for the signs of sleepiness. These are: trouble keeping your eyes open, difficulty paying attention or 

                    yawning frequently. If you notice any of these danger signs, stop periodically for a rest and if needed, a quick nap - even 20 
minutes will help.

                    Question: Will you take rest stops?

                    Answer: No - I am planning to drive straight through

                    Answer: YES - I plan to stop every three hours

                    Answer: YES - I plan to stop every four hours

                    Suggestion: 
                      Reconsider this decision. On long trips schedule at least a 15-minute break outside the vehicle every two hours. If you do not, be on the alert for the signs of sleepiness. These are: trouble keeping your eyes open, difficulty paying attention or 

                    yawning frequently. If you notice any of these danger signs, stop periodically for a rest and if needed, a quick nap - even 20 
minutes will help.

                    Question: Will you take rest stops?

                    Answer: No - I am planning to drive straight through

                    Answer: YES - I plan to stop every three hours

                    Answer: YES - I plan to stop every four hours

                    Suggestion: 
                      Reconsider this decision. On long trips schedule at least a 15-minute break outside the vehicle every two hours. If you do not, be on the alert for the signs of sleepiness. These are: trouble keeping your eyes open, difficulty paying attention or 

                    yawning frequently. If you notice any of these danger signs, stop periodically for a rest and if needed, a quick nap - even 20 
minutes will help.

                    Question: Have you driven a RV before?

                    Answer: No

                    Suggestion: 
                      Here are some tips you should consider before you drive an RV.Did you complete an RV familiarization with the dealer, rental company or private owner?  You should also read the owner’s manual to become familiar with the vehicle and systems.  If possible, practice driving the vehicle in a large open area such as an empty parking lot to become familiar with turning, braking and backing capabilities.  It is more difficult to operate an RV on narrow roads.  Leave yourself plenty of room in traffic as stopping distances are greatly increased in an RV.  Be mindful of low hanging wires and tree branches.  Check your tire pressures frequently.  It is recommended that you check tire pressures every driving day.
                    

                    Question: Have you pulled a RV or trailer before?

                    Answer: No

                    Suggestion: 
                      Here are some tips you should consider before you pull an RV or trailer.Familiarizing yourself with proper towing procedures and safety precautions can greatly enhance driver knowledge and control.  Your ability to handle and control your tow vehicle and trailer is greatly improved when the cargo is properly loaded and distributed.  When backing, eliminate as many distractions as possible and keep in mind that you may have to adjust your mirrors.  Driving too fast and a need to stop suddenly may cause the trailer to skid, jackknife or even flip over.
                    
Have you mitigated your risk?

                  Click the button below to calculate your final risk value.
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